
19th May 2023

Celebration
Assembly



Year 3 are celebrating… 

3P - Gabriel for working really hard in Little Wandle and practising reading at 
home.
Lily for working well in DT and working well in a group to create a container.

3B - Jacey for showing greater independence in writing tasks this week. Isaac for 
showing excellent engagement in lessons all week and trying his best.

3H - Oscar for trying very hard and persevering with his handwriting. I am proud 
of you Oscar! Well done!
Kaya - Mrs Haighton was so impressed with how well you worked on Tuesday and 
your great learning behaviours! Fantastic work Kaya!

Mrs Seale - Well done to my Gabriel, Ayden, Myah, 
Caner and Nathan with the huge progress with their
reading this term.





Year 4 are celebrating… 

The whole of Year 4 for being superb during the ‘States 
of Matter’ workshop with Kinetic Science. It is 
wonderful when members outside of our school 
community pass on comments like this:

“What an amazing group of students.  Debbie and 
Harriet came back to say it was a real pleasure to meet 
such lovely children and how well behaved they were.”



Celebrating Reading 
Time is up and the votes have been counted as part of The  Children’s Book Award. There 

was a clear winner in every category.
It will be interesting to see if the national votes (collected from lots of schools and book 

groups across the country) will have the same favourites.

Look out for book reviews, written by the members of Book Club, in the library newsletter next week. 



Year 5 are celebrating… 

5M - Theo & Dylan for excellent collaborative work & being adventurous with 
their food in DT.

5HB- I would like to celebrate every child in 5HB. I have been so impressed with 
how responsible and adventurous you have been this week trying new foods and 
taking pride in making your food dishes look beautiful! You have been a pleasure 
to teach.

5G - Tilly and Amelia for their detailed recordings in D.T this week. 

5S - Praise and Hannah for having an excellent attitude towards their Arithmetic 
and how  wonderful to see the progress  you are making.



Year 6 are celebrating… 
6B - Ethan for his fantastic work with Tangrams yesterday. He was challenging himself to solve the 
different puzzles and did a great job with helping others in the class too. Izabella for always listening 
and following instructions and showing positive learning behaviours in the classroom.

6J -James for constructing a parallel circuit on his own with reference to a circuit diagram. Also to 
Charlie and Jaylen for completing Miss Moody’s pentomino super challenge. She was really impressed 
with the way they worked together. 

6RL  Thomas for his participation in literacy this week - some fabulous knowledge and ideas.  Jessie for 
her great circle work using a compass - the whole of 6RL worked hard to create some fabulous designs. 

6T Cayden for being pretty much a role model in all aspects of school life. He works so hard in all 
lessons, he perseveres and never gives up when he faces challenges, he is helpful and kind. Cayden you 
are everything our we hope our pupils will become. Well done.



Perfect Presentation!

Calli Last (5G) for presenting her work beautifully 
in D.T this week.

Olivia (3B) for presenting her learning beautifully 
in Science this week.



Awards! 

Bronze
Marcel 4M
Basw 4H

Silver 
Olivia 4L 
Sofia 6J
Marcel 4M



Team Points! 

62

74

74

77                      


